APPENDIX	.	34S
SECTION TV
chapter 13
Discuss rest and exercise for the expectant mother,
How can bathing be carried out so that it will accomplish more than
simple cleanliness? What precautions should be taken during the last
month?
What special treat men I can help prepare the mother-to-be for the
strain of baby's birth?
Discuss the care of tin* breasts.
What can you say as to an abdominal supporter?
Why should every expectant mother be under the care of a physician
during her pregnancy? What are some of the important things that
should be determined from month to month?
chai*tkr 14
Name four important classes of foods from which the expectant
mother should select her diet, Outline several adequate breakfasts, din-
ners, suppers, or lunches, Tell as far as you can why the various foods
are important, Outline a very simple diet for a mother who is having
digestive rlist urbanees,
What should be clone to avoid or to correct constipation?
chapter IS
Outline the simplest plan of clothing for the baby that will be adequate
for his needs. Remember that the baby's layette lasts him,, probably, the
first six months of his life, Is it reasonable to make the outlay for this as
little as it can be and still satisfy baby's every need? Estimate the expense
of the simplest layette, and compare it with that, often incurred in making
baby's clothes. What is the advantage of the sleeveless dress? How great
is the need for bands? Discuss the sleeping bag, dress-up clothes, bonnets.
chapter 16
Describe the essentials for baby's bed and bedding. Make a list of
things that should be prepared for baby's table. To what other use may
a well-planned table be put other than just a place for holding baby's
thiwgs? Mention any other devices that may be planned to help make
baby's care easy. Make suggestions from your own experience.

